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Abstract: Based on Maxwell theory and quantum theory, we prove that the lateral 
boundary of a photon wave train must be covered by a membrane of perfect reflection, 
provided we accept the idea that a monochromatic electromagnetic wave is composted 
of νh photons. Depending on the mechanical and electromagnetic properties of the 
membrane, we prove and explain in detail where and how does the ±charges come from 
in the pair production of charged and anti-charged particles and the charge distributed 
inside anyone of them. We also prove and explain in detail how does an electron of 
atom captures a photon wave train totally (or scattering a part of it in addition) and 
move together in a higher energy level. And contrary, how does it radiate a photon 
wave train and back to the ground state. At last we prove there is a physical mechanism 
that makes the photon wave train having the ability to pass through a pin hole or a slit 
(slits) naturally. The diffraction patterns are the production of a photon’s 
self-interferences and incoherent superposition of photons’ despite of how much 
difference and unstable their initial phases are.   
 
Keywords: photon wave train, observation plane, membrane, radiation pressure, 
charged spiral-halves, charged spiral, “skin”, lepton, hadron. 
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(I). Introduction 
In the demonstration of quantum electrodynamics, E. Fermi(1) and then R. P. 

Feynman(2) connected the average energy density ( νh= ) of electromagnetic wave with 
the probability (=1) of finding a photon there as a basic. 
  Now, for a monochromatic spherical electromagnetic wave from the point source 
at 0=z : 
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z , πϑ ≤≤0 , πϕ 20 p≤  are radial coordinate, elevation angle and azimuth angle 

respectively.  If we accept the idea that it is composted of νh photons, then a photon’s 

energy must be inside a thin beam of conical wave train with length AcL
η

= , Where 

the radiation lifetime(3) of photon 233
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and ABM  is a quantity just involved with atomic emission and absorption.  Let r be 

the distance from central axis and R  the radius of wave surface all counted along 
great-circle.  The electromagnetic energy inside this train can be expressed as 
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Where 22 zR Ω=π , Ω  is the solid angle that wave surface suspends at the point 

source.  If we now try to treat this train having energy νh as a photon and totally 
depend on Maxwell theory, quantum theory and a series of logical inferences, are there 
any interesting results we will have?  Are they worth to be further studied  
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theoretically and detected by experiments?  

 

(II). A photon wave train must be covered by a membrane of perfect 

reflection as lateral boundary.   
As well known, if they are far enough from varying dipole U, vectors E and H are 

transverse, mutually perpendicular, in phase, and its magnitude (4): 

        H
ε
μ = θsin

)(

z
c
ztU

E
−
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&&

                                  (3)              

Owing to symmetry, a photon must have circular wave surfaces and the distribution 
functions of field magnitude E  and H  over them are symmetrical with respect to 
the axis of momentum P= h K ( λ/1=k ).  According to equation (3), E = H = 0  
whenθ = 0.  It leads to that certain photon waves with the boundary tangent to the line 
of θ = 0 will have E = H = 0  at tangent points.  Because of the symmetry of a photon 
and the identity between photons, we can affirm that any photon wave train has got 
E = H = 0  along its circular boundary, despite of the distribution function of E ( r ) 
and H ( r ) are continued or discrete here.  

For convenience in later illustration, we name the geometrical plane (the synonym of 
the thin layer) as observation plane if a plane wave passes through it perpendicularly.  
Of course, for a spherical wave, the observation “plane” is refer to spherical and 
coincides with the spherical wave surface.  We often use “tangential” to represent the 
direction tangent or parallel to the wave surface.  

Now a spherical photon wave train emitted from the point source at 0=z  with 

amplitude E (
R
r ) ( Rr ≤ ) propagates along z-axis can be expressed as 1    

( )',, tzrE =
z
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rE )(
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 is an angle suspends at 0=z , then
R
r

 and )(
R
rE  are functions of 

ϑ  and ϕ , disregard of the radial coordinate z . Expression (4) satisfies differential wave equation. 
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   Since )(
R
rE is always an even function and equal to 0 at boundary Rr = , it can be 

expanded in Fourier series as follow:                                                

        )(
R
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=1j
b 2j-1 π2cos ( )12 −j

R
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The wave function (4) will make a stationary vibration on the observation plane located 

at oz  in the space occupied by wave train at that time.  Its function is  
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Hear we have chosen the zero point of t , so as initial phase of cosine function equal to 

zero at oz -plane.  And let ),( ,tzrE o = ( )trE ,  for simplify of notation.  Instead 

equation (5) into (6), we have  
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For any direction of r on the observation plane (thin layer), )( VtrE −+  is the sum of 

all traveling waves toward the right.  And )( VtrE +− is the one toward the left.  

They move toward each other and reflect perfectly at the boundary points with 1800 
phase loss  ( E = H = 0  there). 

The identity of equations (6) and (7) means that the wave energy of a thin layer who 

passes oz -plane at time t  can be treated as storage either in type of stationary 

vibration, or in type of the distribution of infinite pairs of transversal traveling waves 
along the observation plane at same time. They are mathematically equivalent.  An 
interesting question is whether the transversal traveling electromagnetic waves really  
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exist over the observation plane (the space that thin layer occupied)?  The answer is 
certainly positive.  As a matter of fact, for every moment t, E of all points of same 
layer are parallel and varying synchronically. They will excite radiation along all 
directions include the tangential directions of the layer.  The mutual tangential 
radiations, then mutual Poynting vectors (S= E×H) and mutual radiation pressures Q 
across the interface of any two adjacent parts in the same layer are really existed.  
Equation (5) means that the resultant transversal traveling waves and energy flow are 
radial in the thin layer.  

The radiation intensity from a varying E is anisotropic even along wave surface, 
equation (3).  If a photon wave is linear polarized, the coefficients in equation (7) 
must be different in different r-direction.  So the photon waves just emitted from 
varying dipole must be equal mixtures of right and left circular polarized. A photon 
must be certain sort of circular polarized and the coefficients of equation (7) must be 

the statistical mean values in certain half period ( max0 max
2sin1 EdE
π

θθ
π

π
=∫ ).  It 

makes the coefficients same along any r-direction on same wave surface.  

Since )()(2)(2
)(

2
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R
rd
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rEdrr
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rE

Ω=π  and the limits of this integral is ∫
1

0
, so 

the total energy over any wave surfaces are equal and independent of z .  The inverse 
square law of energy radiation is still valid for this photon wave train.  A photon’s 
energy is restricted within the solid angle Ω  subtended at the point source 0=z  
despite of how large the area of wave surfaces during propagation.  It means that no 
radiation energy can run out perpendicularly across a photon’s lateral boundary surface.  

On the other hand, outward tangential radiations from the region ( β≤− rRo , 

0fβ ) along the circumference of observation planes are always existed.  The 

outward Poynting vectors perpendicular to the lateral surface of the space that photon 

occupied S ),,,( tzR θ = E ),,,( tzR θ ×H ),,,( tzR θ , ( πθ 20 ≤≤ , Lz ≤≤0 ) are generally 

different to zero over whole boundary.  For simplify of notation, we use ,...),( θR  to 

represent “ ,...),( θr  where βpRr − ” here and in the following.  Since 

electromagnetic radiation can not reflect from vacuum.  Therefore, we come to a 
very important conclusion:  The lateral boundary of a photon wave train must be 
covered by a membrane of perfect reflection and zero rest mass.  This material 
must be directly transferred from the energy of original electron or nucleus that 
they produce the photon. 
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Furthermore, we have another important conclusion. Varying field is not the 

sufficient condition for the production of a photon. It is just a necessary condition. 
Another necessary condition is that the source can provide the material (energy) to be 
membrane.  It seems that is the reason of why the electron of atom in ground state is 
stable, since there is not any lower state permit him to locate so as no extra energy of 
electron can provide the necessary membrane.    

All resultant transversal waves on observation planes are radial, equation (7). The 

time rate of change of momentum at boundary is 2 S ),,,( tzR θ c . Where θ  is the 

angle between the radius R and the abscissa on the observation plane and we omit the 

suffix of oR  hear and later.  It will cause the existence of centrifugal pressure of 

same amount ),,,( tzRQmem θ  from all points of the cover membrane.  

),,,( tzRQmem θ = 2 S ),,,( tzR θ c         ( πθ 20 ≤≤ , Lz ≤≤0 )  (8)             

  On the other hand, any beam of the transversal traveling wave )( VtrE −+  or 

)( VtrE +− ) is sector-like.  In a sector, the energy flow passes through the area 

zri δδθ  equal to the one through zrk δδθ .  That is 

zrtzrS ii δδθθ ),,,(  zrtzrS kk δδθθ ),,,(         )0( Rrr ki ppp    (9)           

Combining with equations (8), (9), we have the equilibrium equation between two 

opposite surfaces r θδ zδ  and R θδ zδ  in the same sector space  

),,,( tzrQoutward θ r θδ zδ = ),,,( tzRQmem θ R θδ zδ      

( Rr pp0 , πθ 20 ≤≤ , Lz ≤≤0 )       (10)   
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= , then equation (9) 

gives the relation between amplitudes E  of r  and R  as follow 

   )(
R
rE  = RE
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R
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The later boundary condition has been discussed at the beginning of this paper.  

Equation (11) is the distribution function of )(
R
rE  on the wave surface. It is 

discontinued at boundary.  The expansion process of wave surfaces is quasi-static, 
equation (11) is valid during whole expansion process of R .  

To substitute equation (11) into (4), we have the wave function of a photon emmited 
from the point source far enough.  

         )(2cos),,(
λ

π z
T
t

r
R

z
EtzrE R −=      ( Rr ≤ ,

λ
LTt ≤≤0 , 0fz )   (12)           

The necessary cover membrane plus electromagnetic wave train inside form an 
independent structure.  It is easy to imagine that unless the tension inside the 
membrane is overloaded by certain strong effect and break the membrane (we will 
discuss later), the photon wave of such structure seems to have no possibility to 
split into two or more parts of different behavior.  This structure makes the 
integrity of the photon.  So, under general condition, if not being absorbed by a 
media it met, an incident ν -photon wave can only be either refracted or reflected 
completely, never be both of them with sameν .  

 Equation (12) refers to that such a photon’s reaction probability with particle at 
wave’s center is far greater than other parts of it. 

 

(III). Important mechanic and electromagnetic properties of the 

membrane  
  Figure 1 is a sketch map of the distribution of E( r ) on the wave surface,.  Let θ  

be the angle of radius R from abscissa OF . Momentum’s rate of change at the 

boundary 
c
RS ),(2 θ  makes the circular tension per unit length of wave train T ),( θR  

in the membrane. That is 

                  θ
μ
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θθ 22
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c
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RRT ==              (13)               

  The maximum happens at points A and F, max),()0,( TRTRT AF == π = 2

0
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c
R

μ
ε

.  

This relation is valid for other A and F points of all wave layers. Connecting all these 
points A and F respectively, they form two parallel threads, A-spiral and F-spiral 
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(right-handed or left-handed) on the lateral surface of the circular polarized wave train.  
 
 

                       Figure 1                        
 
 
The material of membrane must be easy to change its shape during propagation, so 

we suppose it is a liquid-like material having almost constant volume.  The area of 

cross-section ςππ RRRout 2)( 22 ≈−  and the thickness RRout −=ς , so 

                   
R
Γ

=ς                                           (14)              

Γ  is a constant. 

  Let maxΣ be the maximum normal stress on the cross-section.  Since ςmaxmax Σ=T  

and equation (13), it gives 

                   22
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 Let the sum of time average of equation (2) and the energy of membrane zdc
L

mem∫0
2 λ  

equal to νh , then we have 
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Where memλ  is the mass of membrane per unit length of the photon wave train.  

Instead (11) into (16) and let 1=η , the 
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                   )(22 νfRER =                                     (17)              

Equations (15) and (17) refer to that for a given ν , maxΣ  is constant along A-spiral 

and F-spiral in free space despite of the magnitude of R . 
For a photon of circular polarized with givenν , there are four important properties 

of its membrane:  

(i) The maximum stress maxΣ  is always happened along A-spiral and F-spiral on the 

photon’s lateral surface despite of the magnitude of R . 

 So, except there is a very strong external effect to make maxΣ become bigger than 

ultimate tensile strength (unknown but must exist) and try to break the membrane, the 
photon will always keep its integrity.   

(ii) Since surface density of charge σ  on inner side of the membrane equals 

to )( 0 nn ED ε= , so, for the upper spiral-half of it. Fig 1, the absolute value of θσ  is 

                θεσθ sin0 RE=                      )0( πθ ≤≤     (18)               

The total negative charge in upper spiral-half is 

LREdRzdq R

L

000
εθσ

π

θ θ == ∫∫ =
=

ABM
ch

νπ
ε
2

2
0

4
3

                   (19)               

Here we neglect memλ -term in equation (16), since it must be far smaller than the first 

term.  The lower half has same quantity of positive charge.  Just like the maxΣ , for a 

given ν , quantity q  in the ±charged spiral-halves always exists and keeps unchanged 

during R  increase in propagation.   
(iii) The increase of wave surfaces’ magnitude as photon moves forward will cause 

the circumferences of membrane become longer and longer. Within θd  region, when 

the radius of membrane increases from R  to RdR + , the increment of circumference 

is θddR .  The work down in the zδ -layer of the wave train against tension from 

original nucleus dimension 0R  to final R  is  
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∫∫= 2
0

),(4
0

π

θθδδ ddRRTzW
R

R
=

0

ln)(
R
Rfz νδΨ                 (20)               

Ψ is a constant. Since work down against the tension only spends a small part of a 

photon’s energy, so for any givenν , 
0

ln
R
R and then the radius R  of photon wave 

surfaces must be upper bounded.  A photon wave train will at last becomes exactly 

(not approximately) cylindrical with radius maxR .  This will make the photon that came 

from the end of our universe ten billion years ago still has a finite, not infinite 

maxR wave surface. 

  (iv) A circular polarized wave with vibrating frequency ν  will cause a rotating E,H 
fields on the observation plane of same frequency ν .  This is also the rotating 
frequency of points A,F  and the rotating frequency that the ±charged spiral-halves 
show on the same plane despite of the magnitude of wave surfaces. 
  If certain mechanism stops the energy of photon from light speed to zero or almost 

zero, strong compression of fields will make maxΣ  overload and larger than ultimate 

tensile strength, then it will be possible to have the membrane quickly and entirely 

broken along A-spiral and F-spiral.  Then (a) the potential energy Wδ in any charged 

zδ -half ring of the membrane will convert to kinetic energy and strongly shorten its 

circumference into original nucleus dimension 0r  and even smaller.  The two 

symmetrical ±charged spiral-halves will become two thinnest symmetrical ±charged 
parallel threads, I-spiral and C-spiral. (b) Two spiral-halves and two-spirals have same 
radius and same inertia during this contraction. So, these two±charged spirals will show 
same angular frequency as two spiral-halves on the observation plane. This is to say 
that for the center of mass reference system, ±charged I-spiral and C-spiral will rotate 
with the same ν  and same direction of the photon who produces the former. Owing to 
the conservation of angular momentum, the pair of ±charged spirals produced has same 
angular momentum h  as the photon. 

The directions of magnetic fields produced by these two ±charged spirals 
respectively are opposite.  It makes them repel each other and try to separate along 
their axis.  Can they break up?  It is a microscopic process and the quantum 
conditions must be considered.  
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(IV). External production of charged and anti-charged particles and the charges 

distributed inside of them. 
  When a circular polarized νh  photon arrives at the region of a heavy nucleus and 
begin to be absorbed, there will happen:  

(i) Let Δ  be the diameter of the region.  During Absorption happens at the first 

wave layer, the outward Poynting vector from this region S ),,,
2

( tzθΔ = 

E ),,,
2

( tzθΔ
× H ),,,

2
( tzθΔ  and then ),,,

2
( tzQoutward θΔ  are all equal to zero.  

Equation (10) gives  

          
2
Δ θδ zδ 0),,,

2
( =
Δ tzQoutward θ Rp θδ zδ ),,,( tzRQmembrane θ       (21)               

),,,( tzRQmembrane θ  will force the remained energy of the first layer to move 

transversely toward Δ  area and compress the radius of wave surfaces to 
2
Δ

−R . 

Since every time of absorption always makes 0),,,
2

( =
Δ tzQoutward θ , so this equation 

will hold for whole process of R  being contracted.  Finally, the membrane of the 
first layer will wrap Δ , the point of absorption. We can imagine that other layers will 
do so in order of priority and at last forms two very short and small ±spiral-halves 
rotated with frequencyν ;  
(ii) In the meantime, the layers must be suddenly stopped from light speed.  Strongly 

compress of the fields will make E,H and maxΣ  increase greatly and break 

±spiral-halves into ±spirals;  
(iii) Since broken of a photon and been split into two independent particles with 

±charged respectively is a microscopic process, it can happen only if the following 
quantum conditions be satisfied  

   (a) The q  in equation (19) equals to j e  ),...2,1( nj = . Or  

                  
ej

ch
M AB 2

2
0

4
3

π
ε

ν =                   ),...2,1( nj =      (22)               

(b) Total energy of one spiral-half is equivalent to the mass of certain elementary 

particle pm , such as leptons and hadrons (with spin h
2
1 ).  

External production of the pair of electron and positron is an example. For a circular 

polarizedγ -photon, if 22 cmh e=ν  and ABM  satisfy (22) for 1=j , then this pair  
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will be produced.  By magnetic repel, they,±spirals, move toward opposite side along 
its axis in the center of mass reference system, but rotate in same direction as photon 

polarized.  The distribution of charges inside electron’s (positron) m1510−p  region is 

a charged rotating spiral. There are two possible orientations, left-handed and 
right-handed for electron and positron respectively. 

According to conservation law of angular momentum, the spin of ±electron produced 

is h
2
1  each. 

We have noticed: (a) That rotating frequency of ±spirals’ pair equals to its own 

matter wave frequency 
h

cme
pair

22
=ν ; (b) While ±spirals begin to detach, repulsion 

force between the charges in same spiral will expand its diameter to increase moment 
of inertia and the rotating frequency of them will then begin to decrease until they are 
totally split. We can reasonably consider that the last frequency must be the frequency 

of an electron’s matter wave 
h
cme

e

2

=ν .  As a further guess, the pitch of the spiral 

has certain unknown relation with its matter wave length
ep

h
=λ . Where ep  is the 

momentum of the electron.  

As another further imagination: for a circular polarized γ -photon, if 

2)(2 cmmh ep +=ν  and ABM  satisfy (22) for 2=j , then two pairs of ± spirals will 

produce. These are ±charged electron and ±charged proton. Conservation of momentum 

prevents them to split into four independent spirals with h
2
1 -spin each.  Probably 

they will recombine into two mixed double spirals as following: a pair of proton-spiral 
with electron-spiral and a pair of antiproton-spiral with positron-spiral. They are 

neutron and anti-neutron of spin h
2
1 + h

2
1 . 

 

(V). How does an electron of atom absorb and radiate a photon.  
For simplicity, we just discuss the simplest hydrogen atom. (i). Let a circular polarized  
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photon has )1
1
1( 2n

Rh −=ν , where Rydberg constant 
22

0

4

8 h
meR
ε

=  and integer n  is 

given.  As well known, when the photon is absorbed by the electron of hydrogen atom 

in ground state, the electron jump to a higher state 2n
RE −= . 

 In this case, what will happen for the photon and electron?  Since 22 cmh eppν , 

above two ±charged spirals can not split to become two independent ±charged 

particles.  When the photon catch up the electron and to be absorbed, two very short 

and small rotating ±charged parallel spirals will closely wrap the boundary of electron, 

keep rotating with original ν  and move together with the electron in the excited state 

2n
RE −= .   

The boundary of electron is also the boundary of its inner force that overcomes inside 

electric repulsion and keeps electron’s integrity. Its edge action can keep ±charged 

spirals moving with him, but not strong enough to make it stable. Once a disturb 

happens, the rotating ±charged spirals will be dropped off and the rotating field E 

produced by the two end points of their spirals will excite and become a photon of 

)1
1
1( 2n

Rh −=ν .  At the same time the electron returns to the ground state.  

 (ii) If photon’s energy 

)1
1
1( 2 αν α +−=+ n

Rh n ,    where 22 )1(
110
+

−
nn

ppα    if n  finite; 

                    or   0fα               if ∞→n ,    (23)          
This process of Compton Effect can be figured in more detail as follow.  

Let α+nL  be the original length of ±charged spirals. Since the energy distributes 

uniformly along it.  So, if we imaginarily divide the length into two parts with the 

relations nL : αL = )1
1
1( 2n
− :α  and α+nL = nL + αL .  Then, ±charged spirals of length 

nL  possess energy )1
1
1( 2n

R −  and αL  possess αR .  The character of energy 

levels makes the electron can only absorb the amount of energy )1
1
1( 2n

R − , the  
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nL -part becomes a new ±charged spirals round the electron with new rotating 

frequency )1
1
1( 2nh

R
n −=ν  and jump with the electron to the state 2n

REn −= ;  In 

the same time, the rest part αL  will be rejected.  This rotating ±charged spirals will 

excite and become itself a new photon with 
h

Rαν =  to scatter.   

Generally speaking, an electron (positron) is mainly consisting of a rotating spiral 

with charge e , frequency 2c
h

me=ν and spin h
2
1 . It may be covered by a “skin” of 

rotating±charged spirals.  We name it as “skin” just because it closely wraps the 

electron and the order of magnitude of its energy is about 510−  in compare with the 

inner one.  Photon to be absorption and radiation by the electron all happen at the 

“skin”.  They are the processes of prolong or cut off the length of ±charged spirals in 

the amount of photon’s νh . 

 

 (VI). Electron-positron annihilation  
For convenient, we take the system connected with the center of masses as our frame 

of reference. Let us select z-direction perpendicular to the paper and x-axis parallel to 

velocity V − , (Fig.2).  We consider the plane motion of ±charged particles and let 02 r  

be the initial perpendicular distant between them.  If they satisfy the following 
condition  

                                        
 V +    

                                                    V ━                  

                                                    Figure 2                
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44

1 νπ
πε

rm
r

q
p=                             (24)               

 The charged particles become a rotating dipole.  As an example, if we consider the 

electron and positron and let 
h
cme

2

=ν , eq = , ep mm = , then Hz201024.1 ×=ν , 

mr 14
0 1072.4 −×= .  For such small rotating dipole, only the rotating field E between 

two charged end points can directly excite a pair of circular polarized electromagnetic 
waves (one right-handed and one left-handed) of same frequency ν  with membrane 
material toward ± z-directions respectively.  Under the above conditions, the quantum 
property will cause the annihilation of the pair of electron and positron.  Since the 
mass and the charge of membrane will uniformly distribute along the axis of photon 
wave train. So the decrease of their original masses (included “skin”) and charges with 

time tΔ  or with tcz Δ=Δ  must be linear. That is )1(
L
zmm p

Δ
−=  and 

)1(0 L
zqq Δ

−= .  In order to maintain the frequency ν  of two waves unchanged, we 

need the ratio 
)1(

)1(

3
0

3

0

L
zrr

L
zqq

Δ
−=

Δ
−=

 or 3
1

0 )1(
L
zrr Δ

−= .  Then )
3
11(0 L

zrr Δ
−≅  holds for 

Lz ppΔ .  It means that two wave trains produced is conical although the angle of it 
will gradually change.   

 

(VII). What mechanism makes a single photon wave to pass through 

a pinhole or a slit.  

  If there is a flat screen with a pinhole of width Δ centered at z = 0z  and 

perpendicularly located across z -axis. According to Maxwell theory, when a 

z-direction plane photon wave reaches 0z , nothing can prevent the varying E and H in 

the central region of the wave to excite a radiation through the empty hole.   
In the mean time, the outer hollow cylindrical part will also cross perpendicularly 

into the medium of dielectric constantε .  Let us discuss what will happen in the first 
δ z  layer.  Then we can easily imagine the stories of the following layers.  The  
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invade wave keeps original direction of propagation. The E, H of it is of course still 

parallel to the surface of the screen.  Since HE με = , what we need to decide is 

only one of the E ( r ) or H ( r ) in the medium (Photon can not be split, the well 
known boundary conditions is not available here).  

  The radius of photon wave surface R  has no reason to change in this normal 
incidence.  So, according to equation (16), for a given frequencyν , the conservation 

of a photon’s energy makes an invariant )(2 rEη , )
2

( Rr p≤
Δ  between the media and 

vacuum.  That is        

        ),(),( 22 rErE vacuummedium θθη = ,           )
2

( Rr p≤
Δ .          (25) 

On the other hand, we have 

),(),( 22 rErE vacuumhole θθ = ,             )
2

0( Δ
≤≤ r            (26)           

Since ),(2 rEvacuum θ , )0( Rr ≤≤  is continued along the circumference of 
2
Δ

=r  on 

the surface of screen, so the mutual Poynting vectors from two sides of the cylindrical 
interface of the pinhole have the following relation 

),
2

,(),
2

,(),
2

,(),
2

,( 2

0

02 tStEtEtS outwardholemediuminward
Δ

=
Δ

=
Δ

=
Δ θθ

μ
ε

θ
μ
εθ     

)20( πθ ≤≤    (27)               

Here we take 0μμ =  approximately.  Divided by the speed in medium 
η
c  and in air 

c respectively, we have the relation between the inward and outward radial radiation 

pressures along the surface ),
2

,( tQvacuum
Δθ ＜ ),

2
,( tQmedium
Δθ , )20( πθ ≤≤ .  

Combine with equation (8), along the inner surface of the hole, we have 

2
Δ θδ zδ ),,,

2
( tzQvacuum θΔ Rp θδ zδ ),,,( tzRQmembrane θ            (28)               

We arrive at the following conclusion. The centrifugal pressure from membrane will 

force the energy within hollow cylindrical part of the first zδ  layer to concentrate 

toward the center Δ  region.  
  This process of energy transfer transversely and the contraction of wave surfaces 
must be also a quasi-static process just like the process of expansion of wave surfaces.   
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This is to say that the equation (11) must be valid during the first wave layer’s 

contraction to the region    ( 0 < r  < β−R ), 0fβ .  After then, equation (28) 

happens again and again for the new successive regions.  This is to say that equation 

(28) will valid for all the regions (0 < r  < βkR − ), ( ,...)3,2,1=k  until whole layer 

concentrate into Δ . These successive processes of contraction and photon moving 
forward proceed simultaneously.  All other layers will do so.  The wave function of 
photon within the pin hole is 

       )(2cos
2

),,(
2 λ

π z
T
t

r
EtzrE −

Δ
= Δ      (

2
Δ

≤r ,
λ
LTt ≤≤0 , 0fz )    (29)    

The wave function far away the pin hole is equation (12) with relation 
22 Δ

Δ
= EER R . 

Let a slit coincides with y-axis and a photon wave aims at it.  Owing to similar 
reason of equation (28), the surfaces will be contracted.  Membrane pressures will 
oppress the wave surfaces to contract along x-direction into the slit to form a 
non-uniform line source.  Let R  be the radius of the wave surface, take its center as 
origin of y-axis and treat 2E  as the energy per unit area on the wave surface, then, the 

energy at ),( dyyy +  of the slit (concentrated transversely from the thin region of 

coordinate y on the circular surface) is dyRER )
2

ln(tan2 2 ψ
− . Where 

R
y1sin −=ψ , 

)
22

( πψπ
≤≤ .  

Behind the pin-hole and slit, they will form their own diffraction patterns on the 
screen.  The macroscopic pattern is the incoherent linear superposition of photons.   

The pattern of diffraction on observation plane is one to one correspondent to the 
distribution of field intensity E  on its wave surfaces. They are the distributions of a 
photon’s probability of interaction with particle. Once absorption by a particle happens 
at certain point on the wave front, radiation pressure from membrane will force the rest 
energy to transfer transversely toward the point. Other surfaces will do so and a 
photon’s energy νh  will be totally absorbed by the particle.  

 

(VIII). Conclusion  
As long as we accept the idea that a photon is a thin beam of conical wave train with  
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energy νh and length AcL
η

= , we have proved that this train must be covered by a 

membrane of perfect reflection with zero rest mass. The membrane must be transferred 
from the energy of electron or nucleus that emits the photon.  Such structure of photon 
guarantees its integrity in general circumstances  

The necessity of membrane refers to that the varying fields E,H itself is not a 
sufficient but a necessary condition for exciting a photon wave.  The stability of the 
electron of atom in ground state is because of there is not any lower state permit him to 
descent, so as no extra energy of electron can provide the necessary membrane.  

The membrane is divided by two spiral-lines of equal maximum normal stress maxΣ  

into two parts. They contain same amount of charges q  but in different sign.  For a 

given ν , both maxΣ  and q  keep invariant despite of the magnitude of R .  Once 

absorption happens, the wave speed is suddenly stopped from c  to almost zero.  
Strongly increase of field intensity will break the membrane and become the photon 
into two shortest and thinnest symmetrical ±charged rotating spirals with same ν  and 
spin h . 

  (i). If quantum conditions (a), (b) in (IV) being satisfied, the two spirals will split 

into two independent charged and anti-charged particles with spin h
2
1  and spiral-like 

distribution of rotating charge inside. 
  (ii). If photon’s frequency ν  is smaller than quantum condition (b) and satisfies 

equation (23), then the pair of rotating ±charged spirals just can wrap the electron as 
“skin” to move together in a higher energy level (or scattering the extra-part to be a 
new photon with lower frequency in addition).   

  Radiation a photon is a reverse process.  The pair of ±charged spirals lag behind 
the electron by certain disturbs and its rotating charged end points will excite a rotating 
field and provide the material of membrane and at last become itself (or a part of itself) 
a photon.  The electron will back to lower state even ground state in the same time.  
Photon to be absorption and radiation by the electron are all happened at the “skin”.  
They are the processes of prolong or cut off the length of ±charged spirals with the 
amount of photon’s νh . 

The photon wave train of such structure has the ability to pass through a pin-hole or 
a slit(s) and forms its own diffraction pattern on wave surfaces by self-interference.  
The distribution function of E  and H on a photon’s wave surfaces under these 
circumstances are different to the equation (11) until far enough from the pin-hole or a 
slit(s).  All photons’ fringes behind them are their incoherent superposition.  Such 
photon wave train has a dual nature. 
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